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This lesson we are going to find out more 

about evacuation

• You might have grandparents, great-grandparents or great-great-

grandparents who were evacuated to the countryside in World War Two.

• Ask your parents or family members if  they know of  any one who was 

evacuated and where they were sent to.



A question to think about and comment in the chat:

Why might many have children returned home after only a few 

weeks of  being evacuated?



A question to think about and comment in the chat:

What might a positive and a negative be for children to be evacuated 

further away (to places like Canada)?

Children were sent from cities to places where there was less risk of air raids. Many London 

children went to Devon, Cornwall and Wales. Other children moved to villages in the North, 

East Anglia and Scotland. 

Evacuees went to live with host families. Their new homes were called 'billets'. 'Billeting 

officers' arranged for people to look after the children. Things did not always go to plan. 

Some children ended up in the wrong places. Sometimes evacuees just stood in a line, and 

local people picked which children to take. 

A smaller number of children (perhaps 10,000) went to other countries such as Canada, 

Australia and the United States. 



A question to think about and comment in the chat:

Who would find evacuation the hardest in your family?

 

An evacuation journey often began with a walk to school. 

Then it was off in buses to the station, where special trains 

were waiting. It was quite exciting, but most children felt 

sad as they waved goodbye to their mothers and the steam 

train puffed away. Imagine how you would feel leaving your 

mother and father! 

Every evacuee had a gas mask, food for the journey (such as sandwiches, apples 

and chocolate) and a small bag for washing things and clothes. Pinned to the 

children's coats were labels. On the label were each child's name, home 

address, school and where he or she was going. Often the journey took several 

hours. 



A question to think about and comment in the chat:

For city children, what other things might surprise them about the 

countryside?

Though evacuees missed their homes, many enjoyed the country. Country life was full of 

surprises. Some city children had never seen a cow, and were startled to see where milk 

came from. Seeing carrots growing in muddy fields, one child said in disgust 'ours come in 

tins'. 

Locals and evacuees went to school and played together. Most became friends, though local 

children sometimes said it was unfair when the 'townies' were given sweets and parties!  

Overall, the experiences of evacuees were very mixed – could you have enjoyed life as an 

evacuee? 



Today’s Literacy task

First: Think of  a suitable title and 

subheadings for the information on this 

page.

Then: Using the information, answer the 

questions on the next page using full 

sentences. You can find this PowerPoint on 

the school website.

Make sure this is complete as you will 

need it for tomorrow’s lesson.



Questions

1. Why were people evacuated in the Second World War?

2. When did evacuation begin and how many children left the cities?

3. Where were children sent?

4. Whose job was it to look after evacuees?

5. What was a typical evacuation journey like?

6. How did country life differ to city life for evacuees?



History lesson

An interview with an evacuee



This afternoon’s task

Use your knowledge of  evacuation to complete an interview with 
an evacuee. The questions you need to answer are in your pack, but 
you can do this as creatively as you want!

• Why not record yourself  answering the questions in role? You 
could plan your answers then get a family member to ask you the 
questions.

• You could answer the question in the form of  a letter – you 
could tea stain the paper to make it look authentic!

• You might want to draw a picture of  an evacuee and write all the 
answers around the outside.




